
Choir notes lesson four   
Dsafdsfadjk1;lkajdf triplets  Dsafdsfadjk1;lkajdf 

 

You made it to Lesson 4!  Think of all you’ve learned so far… but we’re not done yet! 
 

EIGHTH NOTE TRIPLETS.  
Typically it takes 2 EIGHTH NOTES to equal the duration of a QUARTER NOTE.  But it IS ALSO 
POSSIBLE to divide a QUARTER NOTE into 3 equal parts using EIGHTH NOTE TRIPLETS.  
 
 

EIGHTH NOTE TRIPLETS:  
 
TRIPLETS are a group of 3 EIGHTH NOTES that are equal to the duration of 1 QUARTER NOTE. 
Thus, each TRIPLET EIGHTH NOTE equals 1/3 of a beat.  Since they are only 1/3 of a beat, 
TRIPLET EIGHTHS are shorter than regular EIGHTH NOTES, and will feel faster to you.   
Many songs make use of TRIPLET feel, and you’ve probably already seen them in your music.  
 
Here is a two bar melody with TRIPLETS and proper rhythm counts. 
 
 
 
 
             1 2 3      T     L      4  1    2            3      T      L      4 
 
When written, TRIPLETS always have a number 3 and usually have a slur or bracket on them. 
 

To count EIGHTH NOTE TRIPLET rhythms, use the following formula:  
1. The FIRST TRIPLET EIGHTH is assigned the Beat Number. (3 in the rhythm above)  
2. The SECOND TRIPLET EIGHTH is assigned a Letter “T” for “trip-”  
3. The THIRD TRIPLET EIGHTH is assigned a Letter “L” for “-let”.   

 
A full measure of TRIPLETS in 4/4 time would be counted as follows: 
 
 
        
 
       1     T    L     2    T    L     3    T    L     4    T    L  
 
A common variation on TRIPLETS is to combine the first 2 EIGHTH NOTES into 1 QUARTER 
NOTE.  This gives a rhythm that feels like a horse galloping.  In the Rhythm Counts - connect the 
beat number to the Letter T to show those EIGHTHS have been combined.  
 
 
 
       
      1 -T     L       2 -T     L       3 -T      L       4 - T     L  
      

http://www.epianostudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/triplets.gif
http://totalguitarist.com/lessons/rhythm/8th-note-triplets/8th-note-triplet.gif


 
Sometimes, composers create more complex rhythms by changing some of the TRIPLET EIGHTH 
NOTES into RESTS.  Check out this tough rhythm, in 2/4 time and clap it out if you dare!  
 
 

 

 
            1-T L     2-T L       1  (T)   L    2   (T)  L       1      T-L    2     T-L     1   T   (L)   2   T   (L)  
 

As you can see, there are many cool rhythms you can create with TRIPLETS! 
 

SOLFEGE – BREAKING BARRIERS! 
As you know, the MUSIC STAFF has 5 lines and 4 spaces for writing notes, for a total of 9 
possible notes.  You probably also know that the PIANO has MANY more keys than this – 88 in 
total.  So if the MUSIC STAFF only gives us 9 possible notes, where do the other 79 notes for 
piano come from, and how do we write them in music?  
 
This question has several important answers.  We will explore a few of them now.  First of all – 
the BASS and TREBLE CLEFS give different notes.  The 9 TREBLE CLEF notes are HIGHER in pitch 
than the 9 BASS CLEF notes.  So that brings us to 18 total notes – but we’re still missing 70!   
 
Notes can sit in the space above and the space below the STAFF.  That gives us 2 more notes in 
each CLEF (one on top, one on bottom), for a total of 4 more notes.  We’re up to 22 out of 88!        
                                           Space above  

'&==S==T==U==V==W==X==Y==Z==[==\==]==. 
          Space below 

 
If notes need to be written HIGHER or LOWER than this, 
then LEDGER LINES are used.   
 
LEDGER LINES are small dashes written above OR below 
the STAFF that create extra room for high and low notes 
by adding temporary lines and spaces to the STAFF.    
         Image Source: www.tedvieira.com 

Notes can be placed ON a LEDGER LINE, BELOW a LEDGER LINE, or ABOVE a LEDGER LINE.  

 
                           

  
Image Source: musictheoryblog.blogspot.com 

      
 

 



 
Notice MANY 
ledger lines can be 
used at one time.  
You can use ANY 
NUMBER you wish, 
and in this way 
you can get notes 
as HIGH or as LOW 
as you could 
possibly need!  
These are 64th 
notes! Pretty crazy!!! 

  Image Source: sevenstring.org 

When writing SOLFEGE SYLLABLES on a melody, you are likely to encounter notes on LEDGER 
LINES and notes that are just above or below the STAFF in the outer spaces. Don’t let them 
confuse you!  Write your Solfege as normal, treating the extra lines and spaces as normal 
parts of the MUSIC STAFF.  
 

'&=¢=Z==[==\==]==^===T==S==R==Q==P=!==¯==[==\==]==^==T==S==R==Q==P=. 
     D    R     M    F     S       R     D     T     L     S  S     L      T    D     S     F     M    R     D 
 

 
MUSIC SYMBOLS: ARTICULATION & MORE. 
ARTICULATION is a musical term that refers to the WAY a note is started (attacked) or ended 
(released).  This term is related to the word articulate, describes a person who speaks well.  
There are many ARTICULATION styles and markings in music.  
 

LEGATO is an ARTICULATION style that means to play or sing in a smooth and connected 
manner.  LEGATO is indicated by an arched line connecting two or more notes together.          
This arched line is called a SLUR.                          
                      SLUR- different pitches, 3 notes 

SLURS look very similar to TIES, but you can tell the                         
difference between a SLUR and a TIE easily in two ways: 
1.) TIES connect notes with the same pitch. 
       SLURS connect notes of different pitches.                      TIE- same pitch, 2 notes 
2.) TIES usually connect 2 notes at a time. 
      SLURS can connect many notes at    
       a time.  
 
 
STACCATO is an ARTICULATION style that means to  
play or sing in a short, detached manner.  
It is the opposite of LEGATO.  STACCATO notes are  
separated when sung or played. STACCATO is  
indicated by a DOT placed directly ABOVE or       STACCATO notes with dots below each 
BELOW the notes to be affected.      

 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=ties+and+slurs&view=detail&id=A9D3A51441FBB58982A4794BFB08FBBC73F5E607&first=0
http://pianoandsynth.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/06/staccato-dots.png


   ACCENT MARKS are ARTICULATION markings which mean to attack a note with a strong 
         force. For singers this usually means extra breath pressure and crisper consonants.   
 
ACCENTS look like a small decrescendo on a single note,   
But they certainly DON’T mean to sing softer at all! 
 
TWO OTHER MUSICAL SYMBOLS TO KNOW: 

 FERMATA: Hold a note for as long as the conductor wishes. Often used at the end.  
BREATH MARK: Take a breath! You’ll see it often at the end of a musical phrase. 

 
MUSICAL SPACE SAVERS: REPEAT SIGNS 
Great songs make good use of repetition, and often repeat part or many parts of the song along 
the way.  Composers use REPEAT SIGNS to tell musicians to repeat a portion of the music. 
 
        or   REPEAT SIGNS : means to play or sing a certain section of the music again.   

 
Seeing 1 repeat sign at the end means to repeat A WHOLE SECTION or SONG:                          
 

 

 

 
Seeing BOTH forwards 
and backwards 
repeats means to 
repeat the music in 
between the repeat 
signs only, like here: 
   
    Image Source: http://cnx.org/content/m12805/latest/repeatsigns.png 

 
WITHOUT the REPEAT SIGN, the first melody above would be TWICE AS LONG:  

=&=7-=y=--=!==g===g==!==v====!==y====!-==y=--==!==g===g==!==v====!==y====. 

WITHOUT the REPEAT SIGN, the second melody above would be written like this:  

=&=7-=y--==!==j--==i==!==f==g==!==h==f==!==f==g==!==h==f==. 
REPEAT SIGNS are very useful.  They save a lot of space in the music and keep songs from being 
too many pages long.  Be careful to look out for them when reading your music! 
 
THIS CONCLUDES CHOIR NOTES LESSON 4! 
 
Please watch CHOIR NOTES VIDEO 4 by CLICKING HERE. 
Please complete ASSIGNMENT 4, Take QUIZ 4,  
And Take Lessons 1-4 ASSESSMENT by the DUE DATES announced in class.   
 

http://cnx.org/content/m12805/latest/repeatsigns.png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/cd/Repeatsign.svg/202px-Repeatsign.svg.png
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/cd/Repeatsign.svg/202px-Repeatsign.svg.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSTVlxKx4EY


Name __________________________________ Class:  ______     Date: ___________ 
 

MR. SPEAR’S CHOIR NOTES: ASSIGNMENT 4 
 

A.  MATCHING.  Match the terms on the left with the definitions on the right by writing the 
letter of the correct answer on the blanks.  

 
1. _____ TRIPLETS  A. Sing or play with a strong force: > mark 
2. _____ LEDGER LINE  B. Sing or play in a smooth and connected style 
3. _____ ARTICULATION  C. Notes which last 1/3 of a beat each 
4. _____ LEGATO    D. Used to save space in music for bars you sing again 
5. _____ SLUR    E. How notes are attacked and released 
6. _____ STACCATO    F. Short and detached playing style shown by a dot   
7. _____ FERMATA    G. Allows for notes higher and lower than the STAFF 
8. _____ ACCENT   H. Shows the end of a musical phrase 
9. _____ REPEAT SIGN    I. Hold the note as long as the conductor wishes 
10. _____ BREATH MARK   J. A curvy line to show legato singing style 
 
B. RHYTHM COUNTS. Write rhythm counts under the following rhythms: 

1.   
2.   2 
3.   3   

4.   4   
 

C. SOLFEGE & LEDGER LINES. Put Solfege syllables under each note of these MELODIES.   
Remember the note that is DO could be DIFFERENT in each melody so be careful! 

 

1.  '&=4=T===S===R===Q=!==R===T===f==!==W===Y===X===Z==!==[===Z===i==. 
   MI 

2.  '&=¤=3=[==l===!==]==n===!==k===Z=!==i===V=!==g===S!==R==S==T===. 
                            DO 
 



3.  '&=¬=0U=V=W=S!=R=P=a!=f==W=V!=e=g!=V=Z=Y=[!=Z=W=m!=l=n!=z=. 
                              MI 

4.  '¯=2=U==R=!==W==V=!==U==Y=!==i===!==Z==X=!==\==]=!==^==[=!==l====. 

           LA 

 

D. MUSIC SYMBOL ANALYSIS. Study line of music below, from Mozart’s Eine Kleine 
Nachtmusik.  Answer the questions that follow about various moments in the line. 


                                                                                                             

 

                                          A.      B.                                              C.          D.      E.                 F.      
 Image Source: www.mabination.com 

1. What is the Dynamic of this line of music? _____________________________________ 
 
2. What is the Italian term for how to play the notes above A? _______________________ 

 
3. What is the Italian term for how to play the notes above B? _______________________ 

 
4. What do you call the curved line above the notes at spot C? _______________________  

 
5. How can you tell the curved line at spot C is NOT a tie? ___________________________ 

 
6. How are you to play the note at spot D? _______________________________________ 

 
7. What is the name of the articulation mark above the note at spot D? _______________ 

 
8. How long do you hold the note at spot E? ______________________________________ 

 
9. What do you call the symbol above the note at spot E? ___________________________ 

 
10. If the note at spot E is “DO” what Solfege would you sing at spot F? _________________ 

 
E. ARTICULATION READING. Go to www.vocaroo.com and make a recording of yourself 

reading the following passage, making sure to follow the ARTICULATION & REPEAT 
markings.  E-mail your recording to Mr. Spear – jspear@rochester3a.net.   
             >  >              .      .      >    >   
Peter Piper picked a peck of pick-led peppers.   
                       >     
A peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked.   
      .   .      .   .        .       .    .       .            >    >      >    > 
If Peter Piper picked a peck of        pickled peppers,  
                >    > 
where’s the       peck       of       pickled      peppers Peter       Piper      picked? 

mailto:jspear@rochester3a.net

